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A

fter two months and half in Portugal we made our way back
to Southern Africa.

H

owbeit the setbacks provoked by the world financial crises,
it is with great joy and satisfaction that we witnessed two water
boreholes; one in Mukakasa and another in Ndindiza. The one
in Mukakasa works with solar energy.

These communities neighbouring Sabie Game Park and the

Mandevo dam, are situated deep into the bush, people who live
on the fringes of society, in the sense they are far away from the
great cities such as Maputo and even Moamba.

Transport of people and goods is done over dirt roads not fit

to use when the rain falls even just for a day. The best equiped
vehicle gets stuck in these muddy tracks.

Mukakasa. This borehole serves 1.500 people

A

lthough there is quantity of fresh water all around, being
that the region is also situated by the Corumana dam, even so
it is not easy to access without the boreholes which, thanks to
God and those of good will, are popping here and there now.

B

esides the care of the body we are equally at their disposal for
a spiritual follow-up and help; such water of life which quenches
so much more efficiently.

D

uring the contacts with the communities and their leaders,
it is our concern to bring an example of a selfless and altruistic
conduct. Unfortunately the main problem continues to be the
selfishness and egocentrism which influences the decisions of
those of the land who otherwise could greatly contribute for the
developement of their own people.

I

t is not in vain that missionaries are also called ambassadors;
of Christ and His Good News of Love and Salvation.

No doubt this is a work which has not only a humanitarian side

but also a component of diplomacy with the people that really
have the need and frequently many unanswered questions.

A

fter twenty days in the bush, I’m back to the mission base for
some rest during the Holiday Season.

The

vehicle used on these trips is also in need of repairs,
mainly wheel alignment which gets off everytime. The screws
generally get loose with the vibration and need tightening. The
During this intervention 498 pieces of lit were distributed, suspension has also been put on hold but the time is coming to
280 people were cared for, of whom 40 received a more stop and do something as it is practically non-existant. Each
personalised attention. 17 people made the decision to accept hole or bump is felt to the spinal core.
Jesus as their personal Savior and Lord. A young adult and a
teenager were previously following the Islamic religion.

A

nd so the appeal’s here once more; whoever will feel willing
and courageous to send a gift to this Project, as if a gift to Jesus
it is, can be sure will be much appreciated and put to good use.

Expenses [euros] with this outreach trip;
Petrol
62,59
Tolls
13,80
Insurance
13,56
Visa
61,00
To carry over 150,95

Carried
Food
Utilities
TOTAL

150,95
48,92
8,21
208,08

Merry Christmas!
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I

t is said that time flies when one is having fun. We can
vouch for the veracity of such saying since it feels it was only
yesterday we landed at Johannesburg International. Already
three months have passed.

G

od willing we’ll return to Mozambique in March. In the
meantime we keep ourselves busy right here, where there
is also plenty to do. At the time of our trip back from Sabie,
for the Christmas and New Year celebrations, we submitted
applications at the Provincial Hospital and the Correctional
Services of this town, offering our time and expertise to
accompany and pray for the patients and the inmates, the
latter being mostly youngsters.
At the Barberton Provincial Hospital, Intensive Care Unit
with João from Mozambique. Him and three other workmates
were involved in a car accident. They were happy to hear
someone pray for their quick recovery, in Portuguese.

Since Barberton is only around hundred kilometres from the

border with Mozambique, there is a great number of people
from that country on this side, working or committing crimes.
So, among other situations, accidents happen and they end up
at the hospital or they are caught by the police and go sit in jail.

I

f nothing else, they are comforted when they hear someone
speak the language which is, so far, the national language of
their country.

D

uring the ins and outs, through Bongani who was working
at our missionary base renovation, we met Ellie van Zyl, a
missionary from South Africa who, having lost her husband
three years ago, besides the responsibility of providing the
religious services, Sunday school for the children and food
distribution to the needy, also helps run a Day Care Centre
which welcomes approximately sixty five children, many of
them suffering the infirmity of our modern civilization, AIDS.

W

hen we are confronted with such situations, although the
mind demonstrates with A + B that we have reached the limit
and there is nothing left we can do to help, even then Something
stronger moves inside and creates a synergy which has brought
Last Sunday I went to visit this church. Yes! That shack to forth miracles.
the left is a church. Where the people are standing is the piece
of land and the foundations, where it should be a building
for gatherings, have the Church Services, Sunday School,
welcome potential new members, and so on. But the person
who helped so far is no longer present. Pastor Jabu asked his
friend Bongani to come and talk to the “fundizi,” the “white
missionary” and ask for help. I’m waiting for more details of
what is needed to finish the building. Will tell when I know.

A Life of Faith in Synthesis

G

od willing, and why wouldn’t He be willing, we’ll help her
in whatever we can, mainly bringing food for the children’s
meals. I am as of now in contact with a couple of supermarkets
in Nelspruit, a much bigger place than Barberton, to see the
possibility of collecting their products which are near the expiry
date, the fruits and the veggies, to then take to the Centre.

B

ut for this we need the Nissan in good shape of course, which
is not happening. The repairs done a few months ago are coming
We can say we entered the New Year, not only with the right foot,
but in full body. And yet it seems not enough. The sensation is out defective. Again we hear the same squeaky noise when we
we are so busy with our personal life that there is nothing left apply the clutch, and that is not good news.
for others. But that’s the trick of the “old boy downstairs;” he is
always trying to distract us from doing good things; things worth
the while. And frequently is like a jump into the dark, we don’t know
where we’ll land. Such is the life of faith. One sure way to know
it’ll be alright is to review the history of past success and realize
again that God has NEVER left us! If He hasn’t till the present, why
would He leave us now??!! (1 Chronicles 28:20) (Matthew 28:20)

&

G

iven that the parts were not Nissan originals, due to the
predominant shortness of cash, we had to resort to second
rate ones and now, no guaranty on hand, we are having to
“negotiate” a lot with who supplied them and who did the job,
to see if the hearts melt a bit and they rectify what went wrong.
Let’s see how this is going to end up... and we thought that now
we could take care of the suspension...

I

n the meantime if Something also moves inside of you, the
account details are up on the letter head. God bless!
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Our activities are aimed towards the needy. We want to make

the difference with a positive influence which in turn creates
the conditions for a productive and happy life, instead of
phobias, anxiety and discouragement.

Presently
Materials to erect the walls;
2.500
70
12
3
12
14

bricks (estimation)
bags of cement
m3 of sand
rolls of plastic
rolls of wire
lintels

1.650,00
520,00
270,00
9,00
54,00
55,00

SUB-TOTAL

2.558,00

And lay the roof;
360 corrugated iron
135 beams (varied)
15 kg of nails

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL

2.160,00
1.600,00
40,00

3.800,00

6.358,00

This amount reflects about
63% of the total costs. [€]

we are engaged in the promotion network and
subsequent construction of the building which will serve as the
“Kingdom Life Worship” Church and Community Centre. Here
is a modest Christian congregation whose members only have
a wooden shack, without any power to invoke interest or serve
accordingly.

This building, besides the weekly worship and Sunday school
for the children, will host other ludic/professional activities
aimed to ensure self-esteem and help create the conditions for
the said productive and happy life.

H

aving in consideration the inflation which will take place for
certain during the fund-raiser, the calculation of the materials
needed for the construction of this building, occupying 200m2,
which foundations and electricity are already in place, comes
to an average of ZAR 500.00 per m2, or 50,00 euros per m2.
Since the beginning of this campaign, around one and half
months ago, the Tchuma Tchato Project has received donations
to cover 10% of the costs.

Our path met with Pastor Samuel Jabu’s path through Bongani,

a common friend who is also part of the building committee.
They came to us for help with the campaign and subsequent
construction. So far we have designed the logo and put together
a portfolio with the various info about this undertaking, the list
of materials and their cost, etc. We also designed the stationary,
and have campaigned on fb and YouTube. Yesterday we pickedup the T-Shirts with the KLW*CC logo and ours; AMA e TT.

Meanwhile waiting for God to do the rest, we continue with
the visits to the Hospital. Last week Clara was at the paediatric
ward and brought a bit of joy to the children. It is easy to see
them sad but it’s also easy, and oh so rewarding, to share
moments of happiness with them.

Nurse Edith asked us to bring some colour and life to the

naked walls of the ward. This week we’ll fill them with children’s
posters featuring motivational phrases, an Aurora Production.
She also asked for toys. Anyone?!...

Me; I said Godspeed to Brian who is going home. At first it

seems tragic since he was diagnosed a lung cancer. Albeit, with
the Bible always at his side he remains self-assured, because
he knows he is in God’s Hands. We all did our part, the doctors
with their knowledge, me with the obedience to what is in Mark
16:18b! “Science” aside, and fastening our faith to the Good
Book, there is no doubt, he is healed!!

&
Director and Coordinator of the Tchuma Tchato Project and
“Aurora Missionary Action - AMA” Missionaries, respectively
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Still

without the Nissan
we managed to borrow
one from Nissan Task
Motors. After pickingup 25 donated table
tops from WestEnd
SPURS, we passed by
the KLW*CC site to deliver the T-Shirts. The Building Committee
people were elated to receive them, as can be seen from their happy
faces. We also took the opportunity to have a meeting and discuss
the construction. It was decided to contact right away possible
volunteers amongst the congregation who will be able to contribute
with their skills and manpower towards
the building. Stage one of the works is
estimated to last a couple months and
it was agreed next October 2012 as the
tentative date to start.

As

previously mentioned our vehicle
was still belly up sort of speak. The cut
costs tentative is revealing itself quite
an ordeal we don’t wish to go through in

the near future. At present we find ourselves with a spare clutch kit which we don’t need. Instead we
could very well use the money to repair the suspension, for instance, and other secondary problems
any used car comes with. The story goes somewhat like this; An original Nissan clutch kit would be
double amount than one from CBS (Clutch & Brake Specialists) which, by the way according to the
manager, is a Nissan Group Company, operating out of Nissan Nelspruit installations. In fact he even
wears a Nissan uniform shirt. So their clutch kit was a standard half price and that’s what Nissan
Nelspruit could offer as a sponsorship to our missionary work. Very well, we brought the part to
Nissan Barberton, it was fitted in and the job paid for. The kit cost R1,938.00 (€195,47) and the fitting
R2,736.00 (€278,94). On June 13th we paid a total of R4,674.00 (€474,41). On July 7th, 24 days after
the repair I travelled back to Portugal for 3 months. Since I’m the only driver, the car stayed parked
at our Barberton mission station. October 18th I flew again to South Africa for another 7 months
commission with the Tchuma Tchato Project. Went to Mozambique and back and the clutch started
acting up again with the same whistle that had prompted the repair in the first place. In short the job
lasted one and half months and some 750km. When confronted with the situation both parties now
excuse themselves of any responsibility, one saying the problem is with the part which is not genuine
and the other saying the problem lies with the way it was fitted. So much the agony has gone on that
in desperation, and because this is the only car we have to do the work, finally it has been agreed to fit
in a genuine clutch kit hoping in the meantime facts can be proven, faulty kit or faulty fitment and a

restitution (refund) can occur from either responsible party as promised.

That gearbox has been in and out several times, the pressure plate, disk and bearing has gone places

(specialists) to be tested and Nissan Barberton verdict always the same; you’d do better with a genuine
kit instead of this one. Our lack of knowledge in mechanics and our only vehicle belly up, made it quite
an ordeal to assess and coordinate what was what in the situation. CBS in Nelspruit, 45km distant
from Barberton, the manager would say; bring in the part to send to Johannesburg to be tested. If
defective we’ll replace it. Nissan Barberton with the same opinion that a genuine kit would do the
trick cause the CBS one was not good enough. And me mechanic layman in the middle.

When it was time to fit in the genuine Nissan clutch kit I was shown,

for the first time, a critical piece where the release bearing plays, which
had broken and been welded. Apparently the piece which played an
important part on the noise the clutch produced. Of course it needed
replacement. It needed to be replaced since the beginning! Why had
they fitted the kit, genuine or not, with that part at fault?! That is my
question as a layman mechanic.

At this point of the game one is already so confused with the “facts”
and explanations from both parties, plus the natural ignorance of not
being a mechanic, plus the urgency of having the car back to do the
missionary job we are here to do, that nothing really matters except to have the thing up and running
again. So the order was given to replace the welded part and go ahead with the Nissan kit and go on
to receive a refund from the no good “pirate” kit from CBS.

Only Clutch & Brake Specialists still think their parts are good and reliable, the fault falling on who
fitted them and so no refund; while Nissan Barberton excuses itself from any responsibility as well.
This from two known and supposedly well standing firms in the business. In the affairs of this life who
to go to these days??...
As the cherry on top, now the starter motor, which has been working fine is now failing as well. To

repair it with “pirate” parts will cost R1,400.00 (€137,76) and no guaranty, a new “pirate” one with
no guaranty will cost R800.00 (€78,72) and finally the Nissan recommended Bosch motor starter,
coming with a one year guaranty, will cost R2,500.00 (€246,00)... ...

Conclusion of the matter; in normal conditions, when not affiliated with a financially powerful church

or organization, it is getting extremely difficult to be a missionary in Africa. As matter of fact I have
this gut feeling that’s how the Devil tries to control the expansion of the Gospel Humanitarian, by
those who really are committed to go past the frontier into the wilderness of land and spirit.

In the cities, normal roads, any vehicle will do. I wish I could just trade this 4x4 by a street 1.400

backy. Less petrol consumption to worry about, less maintenance costs. But!; Can’t afford being
caught in the bush, in extreme weather conditions, with nothing less than a 4x4 and even then... Lots
of mud on and in my boots sometimes.

For the rest we can manage. Our personal expenses are minimal, the only bigger one being the plane

tickets. The other big expenses are related to what is done in the humanitarian front, containers sent
for example.

Please forgive me for the lengthy ranting and raving about the auto ordeals. Seems like every time

they are the “mother” of all the ordeals. And please pray with us that we can overcome them and be
able to focus on what we are really here to accomplish. And again the plea for a financial help, if your
heart tells you to, knowing our God, Who repays every time, will not let you be at a loss for it.

God bless!
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As an update on the clutch kit saga, we have finally received the invoice from Nissan Task Motors.

They have decided we will only have to pay the excess amount from a CBS to a genuine Nissan kit.
We are not being charged for labour, together with a 15% discount on the genuine parts now fitted.
A gear box oil leak and other hiccups have been taken care of as well. We can happily report that
our trust in Nissan Task Motors/Barberton has been regained! Mr. Ignat Pohl also clarified a point
we had misunderstood before; the welded piece [we thought was the main cause of the noise] had
been replaced before mounting the CBS kit which then still didn’t perform satisfactorily. According
to Mr. Ignat that kit does not meet the specification requirements for this vehicle. We are now
waiting for CBS to either do something about or release the kit taken there for a refund.

But let’s move on to the news that matter most; what
really makes a lasting difference in people’s lives.
Fortunately

not all is about the money. There are
people who still consider humanity above personal
financial interests and personal well-being. Like our
dear friends Mr. Nic Eksteen and daughter Simoné
Eksteen from M.G.Eksteen Pharmacy, Barberton; Mr.
Nico Botha from Barberton Apteek Chemist and Mr.
Tinus Lange from Rivermall Pharmacy, Nelspruit.
Once again they have contributed with their products
to ease up the pain of those in need. God bless!

Our visits to the Hospital as well as the Sunday Services at KLW*CC kept their regular course,
while maintaining the eyes fixed on the goal of raising the necessary support for the building
of the Community Centre. After the explanation of the initiative our good friend Brian Ring got
motivated to promise the wooden beams that will support the roof. This will mean a donation in
kind estimated in R15,000.00 or USD1,800.00 or €1.400,00. God is working!
LITERATURE DISTRIBUTED:
INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS 240
TRACTS @ JESUS
21.400

AUDIENCES:

PERSONAL WITNESS
MASS WITNESS
SALVATION PRAYER

578
11.685
46

All in all throughout this commission, together with the outreach work in Mozambique, we were

able to generate the stats posted above. Later in this NL we’ll disclose the expenses taken during
our stay.

Seventeen times we visited the patients at Barberton District Hospital and preached at KLW*CC

several weeks also. To add we are happy to see how God has steered pastor Samuel Jabu into
starting a Prayer Ministry at the Barberton
Correctional Facilities, a place where we had
applied but hadn’t received the go ahead yet.
As the Scriptures so aptly state; “Neither is
he that planteth any thing, neither he that
watereth; but God that giveth the increase.”
(I Corinthians 3:7) We are nothing really and
this is the only condition of mind and heart
which will be of any use to the performance of
Almighty miracles.

A

few days before travelling, as part of the
last preparations we took pastor Jabu and two
other KLW*CC members, Bongani and Joe, to

the Hospital to introduce them to the staff and thus leave behind those who can take up the “praying
for the sick” torch and run with it while we’re away running the race on other tracks. It was an
inspiration to see how much better they can relate, being of the same culture and speaking the
same dialects; and what an amazing conviction they demonstrate when they pray for the patients
recovery.

Still while preparing our return to Portugal, we received a couple sms all the way from Sabie/

Mozambique asking for Bibles! God works in mysterious ways, His wonders to perform. How in this
case? The second time we were there we met Rory the new APU (Anti-Poaching Unit) Manager.
Talking with him he told us he was originally from Barberton, that his parents still live there and
that he visits them once in a while. This gave us the solution for when we want to send things to the
THE FOREST RANGERS WHO MAKE THE “SGP” ANTI-POACHING UNIT

Estevão Neves

Mateus Madusse

Silvestre Oninho

Bonifácio Mulembe

Abílio Palma

Raimundo Pires

Carmindo Manhiça

Francisco Muchanga

Borge Mussulmade

Nelson Zitha

folks in Mozambique, which was the case when they asked us for Bibles. Of late a second package
with “Living Water” has been dropped off at Bruce and Merylin’s.

During our stay, myself for seven months and Clara for the last three, between food, petrol, utilities,

visas, tolls, car repairs, car taxes, other taxes, office supplies, post office, meals out, etc., etc., we
lived off the rather tight budget of plus/minus R4,824.00 or USD578.00 or €482,00 per month.
Under the specific circumstances we were in it was an outstanding feat! Our thanks and deep
appreciation are extended to our fellow missionary colleagues Carlos Viana and Maria Ferreira
who man the Barberton Cool Waters and Tchuma Tchato Mission. We travelled 6.400km using 493
litres of petrol which in itself was an expense of R845.00 or USD101.00 or €85,00 per month.

And time finally came to say goodbye for now to our new found friends
at the KLW*CC/Barberton. For the
building of the Community Centre,
besides the promise of the wooden
beams, while in transit in Frankfurt
we also received the good news
that a grant application which had
been initially refused was now reconsidered and therefore approved the sum of R30,000.00 or
USD3,590.00 or €3.000,00. Although this is a great boost in our confidence of a successful initiative,
still there is quite a road to walk as we can only really start building when we have reached at least
80% of the total needed. Please keep praying with us and donating as much as you can. An idea
could be to get a can with the name of the initiative “From Shack to Bricks” and drop a coin or two
every so often. For your inspiration a
YouTube video clip can be seen here;
< http://youtu.be/Z6fPRTCy_Rk >
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material projects. I’m talking about the terrible
influences the media bring and the rules that
are set in place by greedy and corrupt powers
emerging globally.

It doesn’t matter how much material wealth is
poured in when the spiritual and moral wealth
is ill compromised. The ultimate goal of this
initiative? A place where concerned people can
teach and learn together in order to prepare and
continue prepared for these challenges!
Last

2012.05.17 we made our way back to
Portugal where by God’s grace we’ll continue
procuring the remaining support to build the
KLW*CC [Community Centre]. So far so good;
the response has been according
to expectation and we have
as of now achieved 40% of the
total needed. Surely God is in it
and the KLW*CC [Community
Centre] will be a reality.

Our

goal, just to make things
more clear in case people are
wondering; “Why are they so
eager to build another building,
another Community Centre?!”
Our goal reaches far beyond the
physical into the betterment of
people’s lives through education,
sharing of skills, teaching a
trade, a place to gather and fellowship, learn about God and His
eternal good advice to men, and
so on and so forth.

We

are living perilous times, and that not
only in the realm of what we can see and feel.
Everyday we are being prepared to kowtow our
minds to mayhem in all spheres, at all levels. It
is unfortunately the power that is established,
which God cannot stop given the majesty of
choice granted to man at the veritable ground
zero; Creation.

As it happened long ago after the first settlers

arrived in America or Africa, we are having
a rerun of such moral and cultural decline
in this otherwise almost pure civilization in
comparison. I’m not talking about good people
who are there trying to help better the living
conditions by upholding both spiritual and

We cannot do it alone and so we’ll do what
we can; herald the need as much as required
to awake hearts and emotions. “Oh, but we
already help so much, the crises, the financial
situation forbids, so many already pleading... ...”
A generalized argument hard to refute. That is
maybe part of the campaign setup to annihilate
the few good men and women who are trying to
do something. As Edmund Burke so wisely put;
“All that is needed for evil to triumph is that
good men do nothing!”
Something will always be more than nothing! I

don’t pass a coin on the ground, be it the smallest one, that I don’t bend to pick it up. And this
bending goes for anything tossed and left to
waste. I hate waste with a perfect hatred, and
I want to believe I’m not alone in this perfectly
healthy waste hatred.

The idea is; to get a can where we glue a sign;

“From Shack to Bricks”

And toss inside whatever coin destined for this
initiative. Bills allowed.
l” Before

The “Actua

The “Proposed” After

